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On a Conjecture of Komlos about Signed Sums of Vectors inside 
the Sphere 
D. HAJELA 
Kiimlos has made the following conjecture: Given n vectors XI' . .. , Xn inside the n dimensional 
sphere, there is a cube C(K), centered at the origin and whose side has length K, which is 
independent on n, so that there is a way to cancel the vectors, that is there are signs {)j = ± I, 
i = I, ... , n, with {)I X I + ... + {).xn belonging to C(K). We give a result which seems to 
strongly suggest that the Komlos conjecture is false. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
J. Komlos has made the following conjecture: Let VI' ... , Vk be vectors in IW, with 
I V; I ~ 1, i = 1, ... , k, where I x I denotes the Euclidean length of x. Then there is a choice 
of signs '1; = ± 1, i = 1, ... , k such that 
'1I VI + ... + '1kVk E C(L), 
where C(L) is a cube which is centered at the origin and whose side has length L, with L 
being independent of n. Letting 1111 denote the Lex: nonn in ~n, i.e. II (XI' . .. , xn) II = 
max; '" n I X; I, we may say equivalently 
1I'1l v I + ... + '1kvd ~ L. 
The main nontrivial result known, which is due to Joel Spencer [3] is that if k ~ n then 
L = O(log n). The main result of this paper comes close to disproving the Komlos 
conjecture and leads one to conjecture that Spencer's result is probably optimal in that L 
may grow like a power of log n. Precisely we prove, 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f(n) be any function with f(n) -. 00 as n -. 00, f(n) = o(n) and let 
o < A < t. Thenfor n ~ no (where no depends only onf and A) and any A ~ {-I, l}n with 
I A I ~ 2nll (n), there are orthogonal vectors XI' . .. , Xn in ~n with I X; I = 1 for aliI ~ i ~ n 
and such that, 
( 
A log logf(n) ) 
1161X I + ... + 6n X n II ~ exp log log logf(n) , 
for all (61, ..• ,6n ) E A. 
Sincef(n) can be arbitrarily slowly growing, this comes close to disproving the Komlos 
conjecture. (Note thatf(n) = o(n) is not a restriction we care about, since we wantfto be 
slowly growing.) In fact on the basis of Theorem 2.2, we conjecture that there are vectors 
XI, . . . , Xn in ~n with I X; I ~ 1 for all 1 ~ i ~ n and such that 
1161X I + ... + 6nXn II ~ c ~log n 
for every (61, ... , 6n) E { - 1, l}n with c being independent of n. 
Note that if the Komlos conjecture is true, then it trivially implies the following dis-
crepancy result of Spencer [3] (used in colorings of finite sets): Given VI' ... , Vn in ~n with 
II V; II ~ 1, then there are 6; = ± 1, i= 1, ... , n such that 
11 61V I + ... + 6n V n II ~ K .Jfi 
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where K is independent of n. It is easy to see that this last result is best possible (in order 
of growth in n) and since the K6mlos conjecture seems stronger, it is another reason for 
doubting it. The proof of Theorem 2.2 relies mainly on certain volume inequalities which 
arise in the geometry of convex bodies [1], [2], [4]. However, we make no direct use of these 
inequalities and instead compute the Haar measure of certain simple sets in the orthogonal 
group O(n). 
2. THE RESULTS AND THEIR PROOFS 
Let sn - I denote the usual Euclidean sphere in ~n and let d fln _ I be the surface measure 
on it. We need the following result, which we shall prove later. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A = fen) be any function (positive) such that A --+ 00 as n --+ 00. 
Let A = A (n) be such that log A = o(log A) where e3A2 = o(n) and let r:J. = r:J.(n) = 
n log 2/(e2A2 log A). Then, for n ~ no (A), 
( ~)a f II x II- a dfln_I(X) < 2-n/e4A2 
'\In sn-1 
We proceed with the proof of theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let <p = fen) be any positivefunction with lim <p = 00, <p = o(n) and let 
o < {) < t. Then for n ~ no (where no only depends on <p and {») and any S ~ {- 1, I}" with 
I S I ~ 2nN, there are orthogonal vectors XI' ... , xn in ~n with I Xi I = 1 for aliI ~ i ~ n 
and such that, 
( 
{) log log <p ) II elxl + ... + enxn II ~ exp log log log <p ' 
for all (e l , ... , en) E S. 
PROOF. Choose A such that <p = e4A2 , let log A = o(log A) and let r:J. = n log 2/ 
(e2A2 log A). Denote by a the Haar measure on the orthogonal group O(n). Note that for any 
measurable B ~ O(n) and any fixed vector X E sn - I, a(B) = fln _ I (Vx I V E B) by the 
uniqueness of the Haar measure. Let el, ... , en be the standard basis of fRn (i.e. 
ei = (0, ... , 1, ... 0) with 1 only in the i coordinate and O's elsewhere). We shall show that 
given a 'random' orthogonal matrix U E O(n), XI = Uel, ... , Xn = Uen verify the 
theorem. Note that I Xi I = 1 for all 1 ~ i ~ n and that they are orthogonal. Let e = 
el + ... + en and for (el , ... , en) E S let e(e) = el el + ... + en en . Since there exists a 
V E O(n) such that Ve = e(e), 
Now, 
a(UIIIUell ~ A) 
a(UIIIUell ~A) = a(UIIIUe(e)1I ~A). 
a( UIII U In II ~ In) 
fln_I(XIIiXIl ~ In) 
(by the observation above since e/Jn E Sn _ I) 
(2.1) 
(by Chebyshev's inequality) 
(by Theorem 2.1 for n ~ no(A)) (2.2) 
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Let 
8 s; {-I, I}nwith 181 ~ 2n/<I>(n). 
Then 
O"(UIII Ue(s) II > A for all s E 8) 1 - O"(UIII Ue(8) II ~ A for some s E 8) 
~ 1 - L O"(UIII Ue(s) II ~ A) 
seS 
1 - 181 O"(UIII Ue II ~ A) (by (2.1)) 
> 1 - 2n/<I>(n)2- n/<I>(n) = 0 (by (2.2)). 
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Hence there exists some U E O(n) such that II Ue(s) II > A for all s E 8 with 181 ~ 2 n/<I>(n). 
We may take A = exp (log A/(Iog log A)). Since e4A2 = 41 given 0 < b < 1, there is 
no(b, 41) such that II Ue(s) II > exp (b log log 41/(Iog log log 41)) for all s E 8 with 181 ~ 
2 nlt/>(n). Let s = (61, ... , 6n) and let XI = Ue l , ••• , Xn = Uen • Then, 
and so the result follows. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following lemma (see lemma 5, [4]) which is a simple 
modification of a result of Figiel [2]. 
LEMMA 2.3. For IX > 0, 
We now prove Theorem 2.1. The proof is along the lines in [4]. 
PROOF (THEOREM 2.1). By lemma 2.3 we have, 
(2.3) 
where we have split the integral into three pieces and a is chosen such that 
P _ 2 fa _.2 d _ 1 - ..fo Jo e u - "2. (2.4) 
Note that, for 0 ~ 1 ~ P 
2 f' -u2 d . (p 2 ) 
..fo Jo e u ~ mm '..fo 1 . (2.5) 
Hence by (2.5), 
( 2 )"+1 ( 2 )"+1 IX f: ~ IX f: /-"-1 ..fo 1 pn-"-I dl ~ 1X..fo apn-"-I (2.6) 
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Next, 
f.A (2 fA 2 )n 100 ex a ~ JTC Jo e- U du ex a ra-'dt 
( 2 foo 2 )n = I - JTC A e- u du a-a 
2 _<A+I)2)n _ , 
- -e a 
JTC 
2 )n 
-2A2 -, 
--e a 
JTC 
(for n large) 
(2.7) 
Also, 
(2.8) 
Hence by (2.3), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8): 
( A)' (A)'[ (2)'+1 ,In fsn - I IIxll - 'dJln_'(x) ~ J2 ex JTC a{r- ,-I 
+ exp (- In ne- 2A2 ) a-a + A -aJ (2.9) 
We show that each of the three terms in (2.9) is less than 2-nleJA2 for large enough n, and 
so the result will follow. We compute the logarithm of each term in (2.9). We usef '" g to 
meanfis asymptotic to g. 
Next, 
( A)' (2)'+1 log J2 ex JTC apn-a-I 
'" ex log A + n log p 
'" n log p (since log A = o(log A) and by definition of IX) 
- n log 2 (by (2.4» 
n log 2 ~ -~ (for n large) 
2 n 
- JTC e2A 2 
-n log 2 
~ -~2:­
e3A 
(by definition of IX since log A = o(log A» 
(for n large) 
Also, 
Hence, 
ex log A 
n log 2 
::::; ----
e
3A2 
completing the proof. 
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log (~5 A-a 
(since log A = o(log A)) 
(by definition of ex) 
< 2-nje4A2 (for n large since e3A2 = o(n)) 
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